
TILE-BRITE  

        (Concentrated Hard-Surface and Bathroom, Ceramic Tile, Tub and Grout Cleaner)

DESCRIPTION

TILE-BRITE is  a  concentrated,  non-abrasive  hard  surface  and  tile  and  tub  cleaner.  Its
concentrated form allows for an "extremely" economical usage cost, and its ingredients permit
the product’s broad spectrum use across a variety of  hard surface and bathroom sanitation
applications. Product can be effectively used at ratios of 5 to 10:1 depending on nature and
degree of soil
CDC recommendations allow for use of non-registered products such as TILE-BRITE for control
and remediation of  C-Diff and the  Norovirus for  general  hard surface sanitization,  and for
treatment of known infection outbreak locations if used according to the below guidelines.

Once diluted, this product can be safely used to effectively clean fiberglass enclosures, ceramic
tile,  porcelain,  chrome,  shower  doors,  and  plastic  wall  tile.  The product  contains  a  sodium
hypochlorite adjunct which also allows for sanitization where chlorine bleach is recommended,
and also provides excellent grout treatment for mold and mildew.  TILE-BRITE leaves no film
when properly utilized.

DIRECTIONS FOR DILUTION OF CONCENTRATED TILE-BRITE

For general hard surface cleaning, dilute product as follows:

A)  To a 1 gallon container - Add 12 to 21 ounces of TILE-BRITE.  Fill with water to top.

B)  To a quart bottle - Add   3 to 5 ounces of TILE-BRITE.  Fill with water to top.

C)  Through a dispenser - Dilute to a 5:1 solution.

For known C-Diff location remediation, dilute as follows: A TILE-BRITE solution of a minimum of
12 ounces per  gallon dilution  rate  is  recommended for  effective kill  within  15 minutes.  (16
ounces per gallon for effective kill within 10 minutes).

For known  Norovirus location remediation, add 21 ounces of  TILE-BRITE to one gallon of
water can be used for a saturated coleaning
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DIRECTIONS FOR USE OF TILE-BRITE    - After dilution

For General Cleaning, Spray from container directly on hard surface to be cleaned.  Allow to set
for 2 or 3 minutes.  Use wash rag or brush to agitate residue on walls.  Rinse with warm water.
Dry with clean cloth. Will remove soap buildup and grime on walls, floors, shower doors and
shower curtains. Allow longer contact time for mold and mildew buildup on grouted surfaces.

For both  C-Diff  and  NOROVIRUS remediation, apply product solutions as directed above to
contaminated area, and allow affected areas to remain damp with product for 10 to 15 minutes
depending on strength of cleaning solution.

PACKAGING

TILE-BRITE is packaged in 4 x 1 gallon cases and 5 gallon pails.

CAUTION

Keep away from children, and from colored fabrics. People with sensitivity to chlorine should
wear rubber gloves during use.  If splashed on skin, flush liberally with water.  Do not mix this
product with ANY other chemicals as noxious gasses may be formed. For industrial/institutional
use only.


